CONDOLENCES MOTION

Moved by: Councillor Mike Layton

Seconded by: Councillor Mike Colle

The Mayor and Members of Toronto City Council are deeply saddened to learn of the passing of Lena Lombardi on Sunday, May 26, 2019.

The dearly loved matriarch of Toronto's iconic Lombardi family will be remembered for her strength of character, fierce independence and love of family.

Lena placed a lot of importance on learning and remained committed this even in her later years.

Trusting and affection for people came naturally to Lena who developed relationships readily with anyone she was in contact with. She will be profoundly missed by all those who loved and cared for her.

The City Clerk is requested to convey, on behalf of the Members of Toronto City Council, our sincere sympathy to Lena Lombardi's family.
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